New England Biolabs, Inc. (NEB) is a privately held biotechnology company with a worldwide reputation for providing quality reagents for the molecular biology market. NEB’s customers range from small academic laboratories to major research institutions to large industrial corporations. NEB has a strong research focus, and relies on the cooperative interaction of a motivated workforce for its success. NEB is located on a beautiful estate setting, in an LEED certified building, north of Boston.

**Postdoctoral Fellowship – Parasitology Division- Job Code 1042TC**

The Parasitology Division invites applications for the position of Postdoctoral Fellow. Projects will involve developing new and improved molecular diagnostic methods for human filarial infection. Studies will include the identification and development of species-specific biomarkers for their use in DNA amplification technologies. Research will be undertaken in a highly collaborative and academic environment where publication of results is expected.

**The ideal candidate will have:**

- A strong interest in neglected tropical diseases.
- Be passionate about his/her research, and display a strong work ethic that emphasizes both efficiency and quality of work.
- Have strong hands-on experience with proven bench skills.
- Be able to work independently and on collaborative projects. Proven ability to successfully complete and publish independent research.
- Excellent communication skills.

**Required Qualifications:**

- Ph.D. in Molecular Biology, Biochemistry or related fields
- Extensive experience in molecular diagnostics for infectious disease.

This position offers exciting opportunities for broad research training, collaboration with academic institutions, publishing in peer-reviewed journals and participation in national and international conferences.

Interested candidates should apply online at [www.neb.com](http://www.neb.com).

New England Biolabs is an Equal Opportunity Employer